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On Price-Setting and Search Behavior of
Individual Suppliers: A Suggested Approach

Dieter Spaetling,Konstanz

I. Since the explicit introduction of imperfect infor-

mation into models of the explanation of price-for-

mation by STIGLER [25], OZGA [23] and others (e.g. CLOWERj

HILLS [19], R.R. NELSON [22]) at the beginning of the

nineteen-sixtees many approaches have been proposed to

explain the v/age-determination (ALCHlAN[i], HOLT[ii], HOLT

and DAVID [12] , LUCAS and RAPPING [17] , MORTENSEN [20],

PHELPS [24] , STIGLER [26], McCALL [18]) and to analyze

the impact of the demand side on market prices (e.g.

Ph., NELSON [21] , IOJHLMANN [14] ) by considering costs of

information. Yet an analysis of the problem of optimal

information and of information costs at the side of

suppliers is lacking.

If imperfect information is regarded and if thereby risk

and uncertainty is introduced into a theory of the expla-

nation of price formation it will be necessary to have

a new look et the problem of market structure or market

1)behavior '. Such an analysis based on the concept of

imperfect information and the costs of searching for in-

formation v/ill lead to a new basis for the explanation



of price formation processes under varying market con-

2)
ditions J.

This note attempts to outline a probabilistic mods".

of the price-setting behavior of suppliers in tLe

case where by incurring information costs the degree

of being informed about market conditions is in-

creased and by this a preferable position is obtained.

It is assumed that the quantity of goods supplied

is fixed.

In the following sections II and III a simple model

of the process of searching for the highest possible

asking price of a supplier is proposed. In sections

1) The first approach in this direction has beer,
published by ALCHIAN and ALLEN f 2, pp, 104 - 355'J .
It should be pointed out that in order to analyze
the whole problem of market-equilibrium under con-
ditions of imperfect knowledge "the information
available to each decisionmaker" as well as l?tfe
possibilities they have for communicating with
each other" must be specified (BORCH [5 , p. 88])

2) If the possibility for changing market conditions
by suppliers on the basis of the available infor-
mation and the information costs are considered
the existence of a price range for homogenous pro-
ducts cannot solely be based on statement like tlio
following: "Es ist allgemein bekannt, daB Preise
fur homogene Guter auf nahezu alien Markten zwi-
schen einer oberen und einer unteran Grenze zu
schwanken pflegen, da aiif unvollkommenen Markten,
wie sie in der Realitat gegeben sind, Prafersnzer>
bestehen und weder vollkommene Harkttranzparenz
noch unendliche Anpassungsgeschwindigkeit der
Nachfrage herrschen. so daB kein eindeutiger Gleich-
gewichtspreis zustande koramt". (KUHLMANN M4- p.233))
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IV and V the model is extended by considering the

effects of actions of competitors on the realiza-

tion of the maximum attainable asking price of an

individual supplier. In section VI the role of

inventories in the process of price-setting and

information gathering is emphasised. Section VII

summarises sonio main conclusions of the analysis.

II. Assume for simplicity that a particular supplier

wants to sell in period t a given quantity x of

good X already produced in period t-1. The decision

which this supplier has to make is what asking price

should he require, especially: should.he change the

price he charged in the preceding period t-1 where

he also sold a quantity x of X ? Assume further that

the supplier behaves like a price searcher ' and

that he has some knowledge of some sort of demand

area. The price he could charge depends on the

distribution of the uncertain bidding prices the

demanders are willing to pay and on the behavior

of the competitors. Consider that the supplier

knows the kind of density function of consumers'

bidding prices.

The asking price of the supplier then is a random

variable. Denote the density function of the expected

possible consumers' bidding prices if no search

activity is undertaken by f(p), the mean value of

3) Compare for the characteristics of a price-re-."."
cher ALCHIAN and ALLEN \5- pp. 104-122 and 296-
315]
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this distribution by E(p) and the corresponding

variance by V(p). The function f(p fn) denotes

the density function of asking prices, p_|n, of
s*

the supplier which he obteins if n,searches concer-

ning the bidding prices of consumers are made by the

,4)supplier4'. This density function f(pojn) is a func-

tion of n with 3 E(p Jn)/Sn 7 0 and 3v(p_ !n)/9n< 0,

where E(p jn) is the mean value of f(p n) and

V(ps|n) the corresponding variance. It is assumed

further that the supplier is a rational decision

maker-3' who is risk-neutral. Since it is assumed th-t

the decision about the output to be sold is already

made the objective of the supplier is the maximizaticr

of his utility function only with respect to n, the

number of searches for bidding prices of consumers in

4) There are in principle two ways of looking at searc;
processes* On the one hand, a search problem con-
sists of a number of searches for the uncertain
items before any decision is made. In this case
initially the number of searches is determined
before the process of search begins. The searcher
then has some idea about a prior probability of,
for instance, finding the maximum attainable price
This kind of analysis of a search process as it i?
applied by STIGLER [25] is called a "prior theory
of search" (Ph. NELSON [21 , p.313]; for a some-
what similar approach compare LANZETTA and EANAREF
[15 , p. 416]) In the present note mainly this pric
theory of search is applied. The alternative appro:.:
however, is to conceive the search process as a se-
quential process. In this case a sequence of deci-
sions takes place where the experience from prece-
ding searches and decisions is an important basi;..;
for deciding about further searching activity. In
such a case we can speak of a "sequential theory o.
search". An application of sequential search pro-
cesses to the analysis of consumer behavior is feu
in Ph. NELSON's paper T21]

5) "Rational decision maker" here is taken in the sen.
of HADLEY [8 , pp. 108 - 119]



order to charge an optimal asking price.

Since we assume a risk-neutral rational supplier

utility maximization is equivalent to profit

maxization '. Thus, the utility function of t.'.ie

supplier is given by

(1) U(n) = (pt. a)x - ns

In equation (1) are: p a the asking price, n the

number of price searches, s the cost per search

and x the quantity produced which the supplier

wants to sell. U(n) is a random variable because

P, a is a random variable. Therefore we have:

(2) E = x E(pf |n) - ns

where E[u(n)] is the expected utility or expected

profit - if n searches are undertaken.

By assumption, the supplier is able to raise

the expected maximum price by investing in infor-

mation about bidding prices of consumers. Thus,

the density function of his maximum prices with

respect to the number of searches, f(p fn), is

given by:

P . n~1

(3a) f(Pe.. n) = n f(p) / f(p) dp

or

6) For a prove of this statement compare HADLEY
[8, pp. 121 - 124]
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(3b) = n f(p) [ F(p)]n-1

where F(p) is the cumulative density function of

f(p) . The expected maximum price if n searches

are made is given by

(4)
p -n-1

E(p n) = n / p f(p) Jf(p) dp
-oO

dp

Substituting the R.H.S. of eq. (4) for E(p In) in

eq. (2) yields:

(5) EJu(n)]= n x /p f(p)/ f(p) dp
-n-1

dp - ns

III. In order to specify the distribution function of

consumers' bidding prices assume that these prices

are distributed uniformly between a lowest price,

a, and a highest :price, b.

7) Compare for an analogous distribution function,
of minimum prices faced by consumers: STIGLER [25
pp. 214 passimj. The derivation of eq. (3a) runs
as follows: In his searching for consumers' bid-

ding prices the supplier is interested in the attainabl
maximum price. The assumption we make about the
effect of information thereby is "that informa-
tion has value to the extent that it increases the
probability of choosing the alternative which yields
the most favorable outcome" [15 , p.46Oj. Thus, if
the distribution of bidding prices f(p) is given,
the probability that an observed price, p, is grea-
ter than^or equal to the maximum price, p.,is g.i-

vert by ĵ ,f(p)dp = F(p). If there are n observations
and if we assume that the observed prices are in-
dependent the probability that the maximum of n
observations is smaller than or equal to p is gi-
ven by [F(p)Jn . The density function of maximum
prices which belongs to the cumulative density

function [F(p)Jn is obtained by differentiation of

(F(p)P with respect to p which yields: n{F(p)]n""!-
•f(pj\ See for a formal proof: HOGG and CRAIG fiC ,
pp. 170-172J.
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Eq. (5) then becomes:

.. _ b
(6a) E[U(n) I = n x f p

b - a

p 1 -p-1
y _..„—— dpi dp-ns
a b-~~ a

or

x b

(6b) Efu(n)]= n ~ , — f p(p-a)n'1 dp-ns
L J (b-a)A~1 a

Solving the integral in eq. (6b) yields:

a + bn _
(7) Eru(n)j= — x - ns

1 J n 4- 1
-x-

In order to obtain the number of searches, n , for

which the expected utility is at a maximum, we have

to calculate n" from ) E[u(n)J /Bn = 0. This yieii;

(b - a) x
^a - - s = 0
(n" + 1) 2

Solving for n gives:
i

n = (b _ a) -

From eq. (9) it is easily inferred that the higher

the cost of information and the smaller the antici-

pated range of possible bidding prices of consumers

the smaller is the number of searches.

Thus, the higher the cost of information the lower

will be the expected maximum asking price of a supplier.

This is an expected result.
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CV, Up to now, it has "oeen assumed that only the bid-

ding prices of consumers are relevant for the

price-setting decision of the supplier in question.

Thus, the interdependence of the various sellers who

offer to sell their goods at the market has up to

8 )

now been disregarded '. The distinguishing feature

as against the model outlined in Section II is the

introduction of the selling prices of competitors,

as anticipated by the supplier in question, as de-

terminants of his attainable asking price. If Com-

petition between various sellers is regarded the

expected attainable asking price, p,,can no longer

be considered to be alone the expected value, E(p n ) ,

of the distribution of maximum prices in n searches

about consumers' bidding prices. Now, the attainable-

price, and consequently also the expected profit,

is a function both of the uncertain bidding prices

of consumers and of the uncertain selling

i) It should be noted that in the context of a prior
theory of search the consideration of what is
called "oligopolistic indeterminacy" or "oligo-
polistic interdependence" is not relevant. In s'jch
a prior theory of search no learning process
with regard to differences in anticipated and ob-
served competitors' selling prices is regarded.
Such aspects are to be analyzed in a sequent!?.!
theorjr of search.
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prices of competitors anticipated by the supplier

in question.

The utility or profit function is again given by eq.

(1) as it is in the case of assuming only consii7.gr",r

bidding prices as determinants of the seller's asking

price. But now the maximum attainable asking price,

p , is also a function of competitors' anticipated

selling prices. Assume that the supplier knows the

distribution of the selling prices in the past periods.

He then particularly knows the distribution of compe-

titors' prices in period (t-1). From these prices he

9)anticipates ' the distribution of his competitors'

selling prices at the end of the current period. de-

noted by g(p^), where the selling price of the ci--th

competitors, p..,, is a random variable. The mer.n value

and the corresponding variance of this distribution

are denoted by E(p^) and V(p^), respectivelv.
c c

Thus, by assumption, the existence of competitors and

their price-setting policies impose restrictions or tbe

realisation of the potential maxiimrci price, E(p Li),,
s i

the supplier expects to charge from the consumers., if

9) This assumption implies that the cost of searching
for past competitors' prices is negligibly scall.
This is deduced from the existence of various meano
by which suppliers can inform themselves about
competitors'.T prices without high information cos^s
like price-list, etc.
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he invests in information. One possible \-aj to express

this constraint is to weight the price E(pi 1.1) oj the

probability of its realization., Let us denote this
in)

probability by 3 ' '.

This probability of realization of E(p^ n) depend;;,

at the one hand, on the difference between the average

level of competitors' anticipated selling prices. ands

at the other hand, on the variability of these prices-

The level of competitors' prices,characterized by

S(p^), is assumed to have an effect on the realization

of E(pe1n) only, if E(pJ) is smaller than E(p,fn).

The probability of realizing E(pc.|n.) will be the greater

the smaller is the difference between the level of com-

petitors' prices and the maximum price chargable i'ro.;ii

consumers. But not only this difference E(pi'n) - E(p^)

is of influence on. the expected realisation of E(p In),

The variability of competitors' prices plays an essen-

tial role in determining B . The greater the variabl-
s

lity of competitors' prices the smaller is the likeli-

hood that the majority of the consumers meet those

suppliers with the lowest selling prices. But the smaller

the variability, provided the level of competitors'

prices is lower than E(pc!n), the greater will be t.'ip

likelihood that the majority of consumers will buy at

10) Another way to express the impact of competitors"
prices is to treat Bs:as the probability of reali-
zing the sales revenue E(p n)x. The conclusion.'-;
then are the seme as be.forS.
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the lower E(p ).

We can conclude our assumption ai, follows: The pr

bability Q to realize the maximum price attainab

from consumers, E(p jn), is a function

(10)
fhJE(pJn)., E(p*)f

elsewhere

)|
C J

if E(p

with ̂ B /<)E(pa) > 0 and ^6s c s ) >0.

V. One possible function by which 6 can be specified

is the exponential function

(11) <BS =

(i - EXP[-V(p£)/{E(pJn) -
if E(pr, n) - E(p®) >0

1, elsewhere

-zwhere EXP(-z) stands for e" .

3y the specification of eq. (11) the expected utility

or the expected profit of the supplier is given cj

fx E(pjn)fi - ns; if E(po. n) - E(p^) >0

(12) E[u(n)J=J
x E(pc; n) - ns, elsewhere

or

(12a)

x 1-EXP(-V(p^)/{E(ps)n) - E(

if E(pgfn) - E(pf) >0
ns

x E(p n) - ns, elsewheres
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If we again assume a rectangular distribution o::1

consumers' bidding prices between a and b tli-a ex-

pected utility or profit is

(14)
^-uKv1 / a+bn \ i

if E(pcfn) - E(p*) > 0

- ns, elsewhere

The first order condition for maximizing eq.(i4;

is given by:

(15)

>E U(n) _ j V(a+bn) 1
= x (b-a)-f ^-^— EXP(-Z) + — — j 1-E1"P('

n ( a+bn-(n+1)Ea n + 1

-s(n+i) = 0

(n+1)V
where: V = V(p£); Ea = E(p°); Z = -

a+bn-(n+1)E

If the first order condition (15) is solved (wli.ir.li

seems to tee technically very difficult) for n we

obtain a function similar to eq. (9) which deter-

mines the optimal n .

If v/e look at the effect of 'V(p̂ ) on n we find

that as V(p^) approaches infinity, n' approachesc

that value given by eq. (9); whereas as V(pf)
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approaches zero, n approaches -1; that is., no 3es.7/cIn-

activity should be undertaken. Similar consider at I sic.

can be made concerning the effect 01 E(p^) or^. n .,

VI. In the preceding section it has been shown how the,

optimal length of the search process for the asio.,

price af a supplier depends on several determinant;- ,

Especially,the assumed range between a maximum and

a minimum price and the search cost per search are

of importance, It could also be seen Into what dlvxec-

tion the optimal number of searches will change j.f

anticipations of the supplier in question concerning

the prices of his competitors and the whole price-

structure are taken into consideration.

By considering the effect of competitors' prices on

the probability of realizing the maximum price attainable

from consumers only the expected naximum asking price 01

the supplier is given by

(15) p* = B^ E(pc
O O k~>

This price p^ is that asking prj.ee at which the sv.:.;op....Ier

expects to sell all his x. If, however, in the current

period t he cannot sell all his x, his Inventories :1

x will increase. If we assume that the supplier air.-.---

11 )at a "desired" level of inventories ', e. change in

11) For a distinction between "desired" and. !!f.ctm.v;

inventories see COURCHENE ['7 , p. 5171. Compare
also: LIU !"16, pp. 311-3171-
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inventories only changes his actual inventories. If the

"desired" inventories, i.e. the demand of the supplier

for inventories, are determined by the demand conditions

as conjectured by the supplier in such a way that if t,he-

demand is supposed to rise for a longer period then the

desired inventories are raised, continuously diniinicht/i;:

inventories (caused by the fact that at the price set-

more than the actual x is sold in every period) are taken

as an indicator of persisting changes in demand. In this

case where further increases in demand are expected the

desired inventories will increase.

On the other hand an increasing or a decreasing difference

between desired and actual inventories are taken as an

indicator of not finding the optimal asking price.

VII. The previous reflections lead to the following main con-

clusions: The asking price of a supplier will be the

higher, the more searches for the bidding prices GI con-

sumers he realizes. If resources for information gathering

are limited it follows that the higher the costs of infor-

mation, or the higher the cost per search, the lower will

be the expected optimal asking price. The asking price r;-et

by a supplier will be the lower the lower is the level of

competitors' prices and the smaller the variance of there

prices around the mean value of the distribution.

If we consider that at the time the supplier is planning

what asking price to set for the following period he

knows his asking price of the preceding period, his de-



cision problem can be described as follows: The question

the supplier has to answer is whether to maintain the

price of the previous period or to change his price, pre--

ferabl;/ to raise the price.

The question whether the asking price is changed and if

so Into what direction can be answered, with respect tc

information costs, in the following way:

If we assume - as has been done in the preceding sections

that the Costs of information in searching for consumers'

bidding prices are relatively much higher than the costs

of information about competitors' prices, then the asking

price of an individual seller will be altered the less

frequently the higher are the costs of information for

consumers' bidding prices. The higher are the costs of in-

formation the more stable v/ill be the asking prices if

transient, temporary fluctuations in demand occur. This

1?)
will be the case even if no inventories are held ~\

If the anticipations about competitors' prices of all

suppliers change in such a way that a rise in prices is

expected all asking prices of competitors will increase a'

the same time without conspiracy or something like that.

In the long run, If a persisting change in demand occurs

and if no change in information costs is to be expected

the asking prices of suppliers will change but not at

the same time and in the same direction.

12) For a similar statement in the case where inventories
held are understood as means of economizing on imfor
mat ion .costs;'-.- compare: ALCHIAN and ALIEN [2 , p,'i5J_
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